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Inspiration Guide



Innovative brands will make the 
most of ‘glanceable’ mobile moments

More personal. More immediate. More 
interactive.

The launch of Apple Watch, paired with the rapid 
growth of wearable tech, is placing even more 
pressure on brands to connect with customers. 
Anytime. Anywhere.

Naturally, we’re excited to innovate. So our 
engineers, product specialists, digital strategists 
and creative marketing team joined forces to 
build this inspiration guide for what’s possible 
with smartwatch notifications.

We developed real-world scenarios for a host of 
industries, and we imagined how smartwatch 
notifications could help brands move beyond 
standard mobile alerts into real-time, glanceable 
moments:

• What new capabilities do smartwatch 
notifications offer?

• How will the mobile experience change for 
consumers?

• What can brands do to stay ahead of the 
curve?

Nearly six years ago, Urban Airship pioneered 
push notifications, demonstrating the power of 
immediate, always-on mobile communications 
and championing their positive use (what we 
like to call Good Push).

It’s clear that wearables are moving past 
early adopters into widespread consumer 
acceptance. Consider this the first of many 
thought leadership pieces on how to best use 
smartwatch notifications. 

Ready to innovate? Let’s go.



Here’s what we believe is in store for brands: 

Enter the era of 
glanceable moments
The engagement sweet spot for wearables is 
about 3 seconds—not 30 seconds,5 as had been 
previously touted for smartphones, according 
to Forrester. This shortened attention span 
demands content that is more relevant and 
immediately actionable. 

Embracing single-click 
navigation
Smartwatch users will not accept anything 
less than single-click navigation. Tomorrow’s 
competitive brands will need to be a few 
steps ahead of their customers—delivering 
serendipitous clicks to their wrist seamlessly. 

In The Mobile Mind Shift,6 Forrester analysts 
Ted Schadler, Josh Bernoff, and Julie Ask 
explain: “Knowing where someone is and her 
likely emotional state as well as her preferences 
and history gives you a rich data set to design 

As brands build capabilities for Apple Watch, 
notifications will lead the way in mobile

The smartwatch revolution ushers in a new 
era of what Forrester analysts are calling 
“micro-moments” or “glanceable” moments. 
Brands from all industries are formulating app 
strategies for smartwatch that lean heavily on 
contextual, real-time notifications to engage 
consumers.

The market is poised for a whole new level 
of consumer engagement. For starters, the 
awareness level is high—more than 50% of 
today’s consumers are in the know,1 and a third 
of those consumers are ready to buy. 

Secondly, the need for deep personalization 
among budding smartwatch adopters is 
evolving and growing. This trend is already 
rapidly evolving in the smartphone space. 
According to Gartner, mobile users will provide 

personalized data streams for more than 100 
apps and services every day by 2017.2

Lastly, key decision makers are engaged in this 
revolution. Another Forrester study indicated 
that 50% of C-level decision-makers rate 
wearable app support as a high priority for 
future mobile strategy development.3

Data on consumers’ evolving attitudes 
and behaviors on mobile suggest that the 
smartwatch will be the next big step in the 
wearable evolution. Forrester predicts that 
while widespread adoption faces a range of 
challenges, mainstream smartwatch success is 
inevitable.4

In other words, customers and brands alike 
are ready to take advantage of everything 
smartwatch technologies have to offer.

a better engagement.” With the right contextual 
data, brands can predict a user’s next steps 
and deliver key messages to guide customers 
through the next action.

This eliminates the need for complex navigation 
through a robust app, because notifications 
strip the details down to the essential points on 
the customer journey. When brands embrace 
this simplicity with interactive notifications—
especially via smartwatch—they deliver a more 
compelling and personal mobile experience. 

Shorter, real-time notifications
Smartphone users are already shifting from 
mobile minutes to mobile moments. In a 
recent report, Smartwatches Need Glanceable 
Moments,7 Forrester reveals that 70% of all 
phone views are already glanceable. These 
“micro mobile moments” do not require the 
user to open an app. In other words, immediate 
messaging is more essential than ever.

In the world of wearables, messages need 
to be delivered and read by the user at 
lightning speed. This means hyper-shortened 



messaging—headlines, symbols, alerts and more—
anything that helps the user digest information 
instantly.

It’s not a device.  
It’s a personal experience server.
Smartwatches are not islands. They were never 
meant to be. Rather, they will be integrated into the 
customer’s larger device ecosystem that includes 
smartphones, tablets, computers, ereaders, the 
cloud, and mobile apps. 

Smartwatch experiences will serve both 
independent watch-only experiences—the 
glanceable moments—and will be the gateway to 
more robust experiences across a brand’s app-
based properties and its physical footprint.

Expectations rising 
for personalization
Personalization is at the heart of mobile’s success. 
In fact, this user-fueled need is only growing 
stronger as mobile tech rapidly evolves. 

flight), consume a piece of content (see breaking 
news), or take an action on mobile (your wish list 
items are on sale now), the watch offers interactive 
buttons to enable immediate action.

In many cases, interactive messaging on watch 
eliminates the users’ need to pull out their smart-
phone, enter a passcode, open an app, or navigate 
to app pages. Succinct, contextual messages 
should guide users through the watch experience.

More subtle, more present
The Apple Watch’s wrist alert, which Apple calls 
the “taptic engine,” makes notifications more subtle 
to the outside world, but more clear to the user 
because they’ll feel the notification, whereas they 
might miss hearing a quiet ping.

We think this will enable a seamless notification 
experience for users in any social situation—they 
will feel empowered to view alerts at the right time 
without disrupting their own social interactions. 

As a result, content marketers will be pressed to 
build a matrix of engagement experiences, some of 

Another Forrester survey reveals that 62% of U.S.-
based mobile users who download an app enable 
push notifications.8 Additionally, today’s mobile 
users spend more time looking at their mobile 
phones than users did at any time in the history of 
the technology—around 200 times each day.9 

But users aren’t simply content to let their mobile 
devices be a broadcast channel for brands. In 
fact, we’ve seen many consumers cry foul when 
Bad Push felt like spam on their phones. Because 
smartwatches are even more personal, we believe 
the expectations for personalized messaging will 
likewise be higher. 

For smartwatches, brands need to re-imagine 
their approach to mobile engagement to offer 
sophisticated personalization that capitalizes on 
explicit user preferences, implied needs based on 
behaviors, past and present location, proximity, and 
other contextual cues.

Immediately interactive
Whether the app’s intention is to spur a user into 
action in the real world (go to gate C25 for your 

which fit better with mobile devices, and some will 
be stripped down to their essentials for watch. 

• 15% of consumers already use wearable tech.10

• 26.5% of mobile users already use or want to use 
a wearable device to receive notifications.11

• Smartwatches make up one-quarter of all current 
wearable device users.12

• The majority of current wearable device users 
are comfortable sharing their data to receive 
personalized ads.13

• Roughly 42% prefer smartwatches to any other 
type wearable device.14

Now, let’s take a look at 
smartwatch engagement 
examples in the real world...



They say a picture is worth a thousand words, and 
hopefully, many smartwatches will offer photos 
in notifications to maximize the amount of 
information delivered on the smaller screen.

This offers marketers an opportunity to infuse 
notifications with the brand’s visual identity.



Great seats go fast, so why not ensure your most 
loyal customers get access to perks first?

Customers who engage with your app on their 
watch could get alerts when seat upgrades or 
other amenities are available, with an option to 
take immediate action.



App: Electronics 

Message: Your order #67522 shipped & arrives today. Would you like a 
delivery alert?

Button: Alert me

Make customer service seamless with a glance

When brands fully integrate mobile into their 
workflow, they’re thinking far beyond marketing 
messages. Service alerts can offer automated 
but personalized opportunities to show 
customers that you’re fulfilling their needs.

For example, an electronics store can set up 
a series of messages when an order has been 
received, when it’s shipped, and when it is 
delivered. With a glance and a tap, the customer 
can opt to track the shipment’s progress.

If a customer opts for in-home installation of 
a product, notifications can offer installation 

times and alert them when the technician is 
on the way. A survey message can check back 
after a set period of time that all systems are go 
to ensure the customer is truly satisfied.

Survey messages should offer a simple 
interface that capitalizes on a single glance 
and touch, with back-end automation to 
ensure follow up from the customer service 
organization if the buyer finds something 
lacking.

Finally, customers who are thrilled with their 
product or service can be encouraged to share 
their experience or rating on social media.



Have you left the car and forgotten to lock the 
doors? Your smartwatch could not only alert you to 
the potential problem, but also offer to fix it for you.

Interactive notifications and real-time automation 
make your watch a remote control for other 
devices in your life.



App: Hardware

Message: Aisle 4 has the lumber on your shopping list. See a store map?

Button: Show map

Guide customers through the 
aisles with notifications + beacons

In large-scale home improvement stores or big 
box stores, a long shopping list can be daunting. 
Brands can make the shopping experience 
better by integrating the customer’s own 
shopping list with in-store beacons to help them 
find the right product on any aisle.

Additionally, based on a customer’s project list, 
the brand can recommend complementary 
items to ensure the customer leaves the store 
fully equipped to complete their project. This 
helpful nudge provides the opportunity to upsell 
while avoiding customer frustration in the 
future, such as when they’re mid-project and 
discover an essential item is missing.

By integrating beacons and navigation cues, 
watch notifications can guide shoppers to the 
most efficient route to find all of the products 
on their shopping list. This is an opportunity to 
amplify the customer service experience even 
when a store associate is unavailable.

Finally, if customers need to preorder before 
picking up a product—whether that’s custom-
cut lumber, a deli order or a prescription—watch 
notifications can alert them when their order is 
ready, and alert store associates via beacons 
when the customer is in range.



Thanks to the Internet of Things connecting our 
household conveniences, a cable provider can 
detect that a customer is not at home, and then 
offer to record a new episode of a favorite show on 
the DVR if the recording is not already set. 

That’s great “thinking-ahead” customer service 
and a gentle tune-in reminder.



Imagine the opportunity to direct airport travelers 
to spend some of their waiting time at your store, 
kiosk, or display.

As a guest walks by an advertiser’s installation, a 
beacon can trigger a message to shop, explore, or 
enter to win.



App: Supermarket

Message: Today’s specials: Ribeye, peaches, 
store brand cereals & more

Button: See all offers

Move featured items to the 
top of their list with notifications

When shoppers enter a store, they’re likely 
searching for several items on their list. 

But what about impulse buys? The items on 
sale that are too good to pass up? Beacon-
enabled notifications can prompt shoppers 
to look beyond their lists and consider the 
products stores most want to promote.

When the shopper enters the store, a welcome 
message can alert them to daily or weekly 
special offers. If they’re interested, a turn-by-

turn in-store map can also point them to the 
aisle or department where they can pick up 
these items.

Store features such as demonstrations and 
tastings can also highlight new products that 
a hasty shopper might miss. Just as grocery 
stores have long known to put staples such as 
milk and eggs at the back of the store to ensure 
the shopper makes the full circuit, notifications 
on the watch can encourage exploration and 
higher cart values.



Customers like to be thanked and acknowledged 
for participating in a brand’s experience.

As a guest leaves a sports stadium, a geofence or 
beacon can trigger a message of appreciation for 
coming to the game and provide a great offer for 
future tickets.



App: Home Controls

Message: Your home thermostat reads 72 degrees. Reduce to 68 degree 
preset?

Buttons: Yes/No

Control household systems 
with smartwatch alerts and actions

As more home controls—including security 
systems, multimedia, energy, and lighting—
are connected to the Internet, homeowners 
will have new options to control these from a 
distance.

Smartwatch notifications can offer simple 
monitoring solutions that alert customers to 
pre-defined conditions, such as a temperature 
variance. The technology can also enable 
changes remotely.

For example, a homeowner might want an alert 
if a door opens in their home during the hours 
that the family is supposed to be at work or 
school. He or she might also want to control 
winter heating costs by reducing furnace output 
for heating on winter days when the sun adds 
extra warmth to the home.

A location-aware app could even detect a 
homeowner’s approach with a geofence and 
trigger heat and lights, giving the resident a 
warm welcome after a long day.



Service notifications can be seamlesson 
smartwatches with real-time automation. Brands 
should make responding to messages and 
remembering appointments one-touch easy. 

With interactive notifications, customers can 
schedule an appointment, add a calendar entry, or 
set a reminder.



Sports apps support user loyalty big time, but 
teams don’t want to spoil the fun for fans who 
are watching a live game. (In fact, our score alert 
notifications are typically delivered faster than live 
satellite broadcasts!)

Sports apps can ask fans if they want real-time 
score updates, or a highlights digest instead.



App: Hotel

Message: Welcome back to Crystal Hotels. Would you like VIP 
check-in now?

Buttons: Yes/No

Make VIP guests feel truly 
important with instant service offers

Travel and hospitality brands have a strong 
focus on identifying and nurturing VIP guests, 
whose loyalty can mean big profits.

For a high-end retailer, this might mean sending 
high-frequency customers a special welcome 
message detailing added benefits, or asking if 
they’d like salesperson assistance to ensure a 
white-glove experience.

For hotels, particularly those associated with 
entertainment features such as gaming, a 

VIP guest might be a high roller, or someone 
who prefers certain amenities to be ready and 
waiting. Notifications that alert them to special 
accommodations extend the feel of exceptional 
customer service.

Smartwatch notifications can welcome VIPs 
and anticipate their needs—such as asking if 
they’d like their preferred table, room type, or 
beverage—create a seamless connection with 
your service and hospitality teams.



Starwood is pioneering the ability to unlock your 
hotel room door with its mobile app. Will capabilies 
like this soon follow on the smartwatch?

With Bluetooth integration, the watch can 
transform into an even more flexible and 
valuable personal assistant.



Many travelers appreciate mobile boarding passes 
and notifications that alert them to last-minute 
gate changes.

With smartwatches, that alert is even more 
immediate, and beacons paired with a terminal 
map can make finding the new gate a breeze.



App: Headlines

Message: Supreme Court hands down Thiele decision, reversing ruling.

Button: Full story

Read more, read later, share, 
or follow a story … all from your wrist

When headline news breaks, your app can be 
the first to tell people about the stories they care 
most deeply about. Smartwatch notifications 
offer top-level, glanceable headlines with the 
option to give users more information, right on 
their wrists.

You can also allow users to read a story later, 
with an option to save the story in the app’s 
message center. Additional interactive buttons 
make sharing the story on social media as 
simple as two taps.

Dynamic segmentation takes the user’s 
response one step further, encouraging them to 
follow a story for developments, and enabling 

your app to learn more about the user to 
better select content in which they’ll be most 
interested.

Pairing explicit user preferences (expressed in 
your app’s preference center) with behavioral 
segmentation (based on the user’s interactions 
with your app) reveals a robust set of data. 
Layer on location and your notifications can 
be the most relevant and engaging messages 
available. 

Engagement is the name of the game, so media 
apps that embrace smartwatch notifications 
features such as embedding photos in push 
notifications will be rewarded by greater use 
and loyalty.



When sharing is seamless, media apps can 
instantly spread the reach of their messages. 

Local interest stories can be delivered to specific 
geographic segments, and dynamic segmentation 
based on message opens can reveal which users 
want to read more updates.



Some fast food and quick-service restaurants are 
piloting phone-based apps that enable customers 
to order ahead.

When the guest enters a geofence, the order is 
put on the grill. When the guest enters the store, 
they are greeted and given their order number, 
which should be ready in moments.



How Urban Airship helps brands 
innovate with smartwatch notifications

As the leader in mobile notifications, our 
implementation and digital strategy teams 
are ready to support innovative brands as 
they capitalize on the exciting potential of 
smartwatch notifications.

As part of our comprehensive mobile platform, 
we offer:

• Interactive notifications: Our out-of-the-box 
capability allows brands to accelerate their 
notification strategy.

• Real-time automation: Because the watch 
makes messaging even more contextual, 
messaging needs to be delivered in real-time.

This allows brands to give users a remote 
control-style experience, so consumers can get 
the latest news, track orders, buy products, tip 
their waiters and check in for flights with a tap 
or a flick of the wrist.

Ready to learn more? 
Call us to consult with our team.

1 800 720 2098 
@urbanairship 
www.urbanairship.com

A little more about us...
Urban Airship is leading the movement of 
mobile innovators, helping them build high-value 
relationships through mobile apps and mobile 

wallets. Its mobile engagement and insight 
products mobilize all aspects of a business, 
powering exceptional mobile and omnichannel 
customer experiences. 

Studies have found that Urban Airship’s 
engagement solutions can drive an 878 
percent return on investment for customers 
and overcome APPathy by increasing app user 
engagement 4X and doubling retention. 

Thousands of companies and some of the 
most demanding brands in retail, media & 
entertainment, sports and travel & hospitality, 
trust Urban Airship to deliver the mobile 
moments that matter to their customers and 
their business. 

• Dynamic segmentation: Paired with 
interactive notifications, this provides 
marketers with an unmatched ability to build 
segments based on message responses.

• Location awareness: Our partnership 
with Gimbal, the leader in location data 
management, allows brands to send real-
time messages when a user is in a specific 
location.

• Actions: In addition to enabling actions, such 
as “set a tag,” developers can use the Actions 
Framework to automate other app-based 
experiences such as “set a reminder” or “call 
customer service.” 
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